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The Derby Drinker

D

erby – not exactly on the doorstep, but easily accessible from our branch area, and yet
it’s easy for the months to pass without visiting. With the blessing of my good wife, I
decided to put this right and spend a couple of days sampling quality pubs close to the city
centre, all within ten minutes walk of the bus terminus.
The first visit of day one was to the Peacock, right, an attractive 18th century, stone-built building. The very friendly landlord was highly knowledgeable about his wide range of ales
(nine during my visit), and spent some time chatting to me
about them. I decided to try a half each of Whim Flowerpower
and Abstract Jungle Foolish, both in excellent condition. A
very good start, and I’m sure this is somewhere to which I will
return.
A couple of minutes walk away is the Exeter Arms; you might
be discouraged by the Marston’s signage, but the good news is that the pub is run by the
Dancing Duck brewery. So you can swiftly sidestep the Pedigree and instead choose from
the other five ales, typically featuring a couple of guest ales and three quacking ales from
Dancing Duck.
A couple more minutes from there I arrived at the Tap, an outlet for Derby Brewing Company beers. It’s a distinctive building, its triangular aspect shaped by the street corner on
which it’s built. Eight Derby ales were on offer, plus twelve keg
beers.
From here it’s a pleasant walk by the side of the river Derwent to
one of my personal favourite pubs, the Smithfield, left. Seems like
Derby CAMRA agree with me, as it’s their Pub of the Year for 2018.
It’s another handsome pub, with a central bar serving three distinct
rooms, and in sunny weather the riverside terrace is just the ticket.
The pub serves eight ales from all over the country; feeling like a
spot of dessert, I opted for Blackjack Black Forest Cherry Stout and
Purple Moose Chocolate Moose, both of which were superb.
Crossing over the river and heading in the direction of the rail
station, a five minute walk brought me to the Brunswick Inn,
right. It’s amazing to think that this iconic pub was scheduled
for demolition in the 1970s, along with the distinctive cottages
sitting on the same street. Sense prevailed thanks to public outcry, and the pub now thrives. It’s the home of Brunswick Brewery, and I felt like a child in a sweet shop, spoilt for choice! Sixteen ales were on tap, six from the brewery, which can be observed at the end of a corridor. I decided upon beers from
Padstow and Draycott.

The Derby Drinker cont.
guest ales. Here you can use your 50p Wetherspoon vouchers on all Castle Rock ales.
Day two saw a different direction. It took ten minutes in the
opposite way to my first stop, the Furnace Inn. This was
originally home to the Shiny Brewery; it outgrew the premises and moved out to Little Eaton. The plant at the pub is
now badged as the Furnace Brewery, though it’s still owned
by Shiny. On the bar in the pub, there were eight ales to
choose from. My choices from Almasty and Furnace were
both in good condition.
A walk up the hill brings you to the curiously-named Five
Lamps. It’s owned by Everards, but the gaffers clearly have a good degree of freedom, as
Tiger is joined by thirteen other ales on offer, many of which are sourced from Derbyshire
breweries.
It’s a short walk back to the city centre then, along King Street,
which brings you to the Flowerpot, left. Another curious name, but
bizarrely enough it used to be called the New Flowerpot – to distinguish it from the Old Flowerpot? At one point the pub was home to
the excellent Black Iris brewery, but their success and subsequent
growth saw them decamp to Nottingham. Still, the pub offers a fine
range of fourteen ales from far and wide. I decided to try Isle of
Arran Black IPA and Lenton Lane Long White Cloud, both of them
very drinkable.
Just around the corner from the Flowerpot was my last port of call,
the Silk Mill Ale & Cider House. It sits in the shadow of Derby’s
rather modest cathedral, and takes its name from a 1700s silk mill which was located close
by. For an Ei (Enterprise) pub it has a surprisingly good range of eight ales, and the ones I
chose were in good condition.
So if you haven’t been to Derby for a bit, I’d certainly recommend these city pubs, and the
many other worthy venues. You won’t be disappointed!
Bill Hardeman

A further one hundred yards away was my final pub of the day, the Alexandra Hotel, which
takes the railway memorabilia theme to an extreme by having an old locomotive parked in
the car park. It’s a Castle Rock establishment serving four of their own beers plus five more
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The Cap & Cassock Conundrum
Mike Walsh, head brewer at Indian Brewery, looks at the story behind a label …
p to the outbreak of World War 2, the Trappist brothers of Westvleteren brewed their
monastic beers – rich, strong and definitely not pale. With the arrival of the Germans
in 1940, they, like all Belgian brewers, were given a choice: brew beers for and to the liking
of the invading forces, or have their metal kit confiscated to assist the Nazi war machine.
The Abbot chose to say goodbye to the equipment, not wanting to be seen supporting the
invading troops by supplying their free-time refreshments.

U

With the war over, in 1946 the monastery approached the newly opened Watou village
brewery of St Bernardus, asking them to consider brewing for them under the abbey’s name
of St Sixtus. Production duly started, and though the agreement was only a gentleman’s
agreement, it was formalised in 1962 with an official licence to continue with the task.
Things change in 1992. The Trappist order dictate that all Trappist beers must be brewed
within monastery boundaries, by or with the oversight of Trappist monks (a phrasing which
allowed secular workers from the local community to be involved). Such beers would then
carry the mark of “Authentic Trappist.”
With this change, Brouwerij St Bernardus carried on brewing their monastic-style beers,
selling them at home and abroad but described simply as “abbey” beers, with no direct reference to the Trappist order.
However, the Trappist order were not best pleased with the St Bernardus label, to the extent
that a court case was involved to settle the dispute. The upset was caused by the original
label, below left, where the monk is complete with Trappist cassock and skull cap. The compromise reached in court resulted in the amended label, centre, with the self-same monk
stripped of both cassock and cap. Note though that these new sartorial demands haven’t
stopped the monk dressing up for Christmas, below right.
Against this controversy, it’s ironic that St Bernardus is arguably the more authentic beer.
They have carried on brewing to the original recipes, with the original yeast strain, whereas
at the abbey of St Sixtus, Westvleteren started up from scratch in 1992, and have even gone
down the highly modern path of introducing a blonde beer.
So I’d recommend that to drink something faithful to the original recipes and yeast, go for St
Bernardus Pater 6, Prior 8 and the gorgeous Abt 12. And given that Westvleteren beers often sell at absurd prices due to their rarity, you’ll also be doing your wallet a big favour!

Mike
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
We don’t often talk about toilets in these pages, but we feel we have to note the sad fate of
the heritage gents toilets in the Blue Boar at Mancetter. They were nothing very striking but
dated back to the 1940s when the pub was re-built, and these original fittings had actually
earned the pub a place on CAMRA’s heritage listings. Due to apparent plumbing problems,
these toilets are now locked and out of use, and we are led to believe that the cistern has been
removed. Sadly we’ll have to consult with the heritage group about removing the listing …
We’re not sure that they go together well, but Church End Brewery Tap will be holding a
gin and beer festival in early December (see inner-back-page fest listings). We suggest you
stick to one or the other!
This year’s version of Church End’s Boston Fat Boy – a green-hopped beer using fresh-fromharvest hops rather than the usual dried variety – has used Jester hops this year and been on
fine form. Sampled at Atherstone’s New Swan, it was impressively bitter with an earthy richness. The New Swan generally offers three Church End ales, usually including a dark one,
but be aware that it sometimes play thumpingly loud music, even during the afternoon.
Just up the road on the market place, the Angel Ale House in Atherstone remains the go-to
place in town for ale choice, with recent guests from Bewdley, Great Heck and Spinning Dog
breweries alongside regulars of Oakham Citra and Blythe Palmers Poison.
We’ve had little to say about the Steamin’ Billy White Horse in Atherstone, largely because
the ales were for the most part just from Steamin’ Billy (contract brewed by Belvoir). But it
seems they may now be trying a more interesting beer portfolio; Charnwood Salvation has
been on, and the Charnwood Charlie Brewn was a particularly fine brown ale to enjoy in
front of their lovely log fire. There’s sometimes another guest, such as Titanic Plum Porter.
Members of Nuneaton & Bedworth CAMRA converged on the Lord Nelson Winter Warmer
Festival on Saturday 17th November to present Treeve and Ron Sperrin with a special award
marking an incredible 25 consecutive years in CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide. The festival also
saw the launch of the 9% Sperrin Old English Barley Wine brewed by Warren. The beer will
be left to age condition and will be available for festivals and special occasions during 2019.
The Cedar Tree in Nuneaton, near the Pingles Leisure Centre, has re-opened after a facelift
by new owners Ego Mediterranean, a smallish nationwide chain of bar-cum-restaurants
which also has an outlet in Lichfield. We’re pleased to note that the Nuneaton outlet, with
manager Ian Hill at the helm, offers cask ales on hand pull, in the shape of Purity UBU and
Gold. Food, not surprisingly, has a distinct Mediterranean slant.
Not far away, right next to the Coton Arches, the former Fleur de Lys has re-opened under
new management and a new name, the Arches (we hope this didn’t involve an expensive
branding consultancy). All we know at present is that the new venture is described as a “bar
and restaurant” – we’ll find out more for the next issue.
In Nuneaton centre, the owners of the former furniture shop known as Leather Lounge (near
the old William White) have put in an application to the council for a change of use, which
includes a bid for A4, i.e. a drinking establishment. Gin palace, wine bar, or ale house? We’ll
let you know when we do!
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Tipple Tattle cont.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Congratulations go to the Bitter-Suite in Lichfield, which celebrates its first birthday on 6th
December. Open from 5pm, they’ll be marking the day with a buffet and live music, plus £1
off first pints. The place has slotted into the Lichfield scene so well that it's hard to believe
it’s only been a year. Well done to Martin, Denise, Leon, Claire and staff for their sterling
efforts!
It’s also birthday time at the Tamworth Tap, where George and Louise will be holding a
festival on the 22nd of December to mark what has been a fantastic first year. From starting
out with a few gravity-poured casks atop a temporary bar, it has developed into a classy
multi-room pub with eight hand pulls on the bar, and a truly fabulous beer terrace at the rear.
George is also celebrating a key brewer’s rite of passage, with the appearance of one of his
Tamworth Brewing Company beers in the Stranger’s Bar at the Palace of Westminster. Two
casks of Hoppy Poppy have gone down to the chatter chambers, and local MP Christopher
Pincher will be pressing the flesh with George in early December.
Across the road from the Tap, we welcome new tenants at the Market Vaults. Ian and Kim,
formerly of the Queen’s Head in Lichfield and Old Crown at Wigginton, will be at the helm
when the pub re-opens on 6th December following a major refurbishment. This means we
also bid farewell to former landlord John Denston, who was a key figure in making the place
the real ale bastion that it now is; we wish him all the best.
Finally in Tamworth, the King’s Ditch has extended its Wednesday opening hours (now
1pm-9pm), and until Christmas, will be opening on Mondays for early doors (5-7pm). The
pub celebrated its fourth anniversary at the end of November – our congratulations to Ged,
Ade and team on a successful run so far, and we’re sure they’ll keep up the good work.
In Lichfield, the Duke of York, already a very tidy pub, has also had a refurbishment.
Amongst other things, this had added a serving counter and more decoration to the
‘Courtyard’ room to the rear. The spruce-up has removed the carpet in the lounge and exposed a varied floor of woodwork, tiles and slabs, but it’s surprising what difference a carpet
makes – somehow it just doesn’t feel quite as cosy as it used to.
Closer to the centre at the Whippet Inn, the beer range gets better and better. Recent rarities
have included ales from Lithic, Wilde Child and Northern Whisper, but the most spectacular
– and maybe not in a good way depending on your tastes – was New Bristol Cinder Toffee
Stout, the closest we’ve come to a tin of Quality Street in a glass, a real Marmite beer! See
WhatPub for the amended opening hours, the main change being that
Wednesday and Thursday lunchtimes have been dropped.
Novelty of a different sort in the Beerbohm next door, where they’ve
invested in a small canning system, right, allowing you to take home
draught ales or fancy gins – big tin or little tin. The beer tins are just
under two pints and are served and sealed as you watch.
It was a surprising change to see an interesting Everard’s beer recently, proving that miracles do occasionally occur. Their Halloween
offering of Black Annis, seen at Lichfield’s Acorn, avoided the horrors of pumpkin, and was instead a cherry porter which ticked the
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The
Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Sperrin ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

Four pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £7.45
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £7.45
Thursdays:
Roast night, £5.95

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)
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Tipple Tattle cont.
boxes – smooth and roasty with subtle and dryish cherry edges.
Still in Lichfield, the George IV has re-opened after its refurbishment; the hand pulls have
been relocated and appear to be offering a much reduced range – Doom Bar was the sole offering on a recent busy Saturday. It’s now badged as a Craft Union pub, meaning it’s still part
of the Enterprise (Ei) group, but run with a different management structure and branding.

WEST MIDLANDS
The Station in Sutton Coldfield has a new manager, who has told us that he plans to increase
the choice of beers to encourage more customers. This was certainly borne out on a recent
visit, where seven ales were on, including beers from Froth Blowers and Green Duck.
Holdens Golden Glow remains one of the mainstays. A great feature here is the easy visibility
of the electronic board for the adjoining rail station, allowing you to see just how bloody late
your train is, always assuming of course that it’s actually running.
We’re pleased to note that the Mare Pool in Mere Green has a new cellarman, Jim Clinch,
who has reinvigorated the ale choices there. Seven varied ales are generally offered, usually
including some local selections, and there’s scope to go up to ten lines depending on demand.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
It’s sad to note that the Burton Bridge-owned Plough Inn at Stapenhill near Burton will be
demolished, with permission granted for housing on the site. The pub has apparently been
loss-making for over a year. The Burton Bridge Brewery and its pub estate appear to still be
up for sale; this jettisoning may make the estate more attractive.
More positively, see page 18 for the welcome news of the Junction opening in Stretton.



Thanks to contributors Richard S, Adam R, Adrian S, Bill H, Eric R, Barry E, George G

January 22nd sees the annual sporting challenge between Nuneaton & Bedworth and
Hinckley & Bosworth CAMRA branches at the Rose Inn on Coton Road in Nuneaton. The
challenge, conceived as a thank-you for the support that Hinckley & Bosworth provided for
the Nuneaton & Bedworth beer festival, consists of a series of traditional pub games, usually darts, dominoes, pool and cribbage.
In the four years the competition has been running, Nuneaton & Bedworth lead Hinckley &
Bosworth 3:1.

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
11th Dec

Xmas Social & Awards

Lord Hop, Nuneaton – 8:00pm

8th Jan

Branch meeting

Anker, Weddington – 8:00pm

22nd Jan

Annual Sporting Challenge

Rose Inn, Coton Road – 8:00pm

12th Feb

Branch meeting

Crows Nest, Attleborough – 8:00pm

Up-to-date details of forthcoming events can be found
on the branch website, nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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Also RAN

W

e always like to take our LST branch coach trip socials to
unusual places, but for October’s, we started out with the
feeling that we’d maybe pushed that principle a bit too far. Our first
stop was the RAN Ales Bar, in Fenton near Stoke-on-Trent, a tap
room also containing the RAN brewery. It lives deep within a tunnel-like industrial complex, and the entrance, right, is about as unflash as you can get. But the gloom lifts as soon as you get inside,
with a well-stocked bar, plenty of comfy seating, and a woodburning stove to take the chill off. Cheap beer too, though as one of
our party slightly uncharitably put it, “well, you are drinking in a
bloody garage.” Either way, it was our sort of garage, and amongst
the hits on the beer scene were their American Pale Ale and Rum ’n’ Raisin Stout.
Our trip was bound towards Newcastle-under-Lyme, a place we visited with a coachload two
years previously (see Last Orders 70). It was great then, and the good news is that it’s even
better now. The older stars are still there (honourable mention to the Bridge Street Ale
House, Wellers, Hopwater Cellar, Hopinn and Lymestone Vaults), but since our last visit,
no fewer than three micropubs have opened their doors.
Opposite the Ten Green Bottles craft beer bar is the Thirsty Giraffe, pictured left. You’ll pay at least £2.70 for a half pint in the
Ten Green Bottles, so the Giraffe at around £1.60 a half comes as a
blessed relief. Three ales on the go, and if the selection during our
trip was anything to go by, they seem to cover all bases with pale,
brown and black. Pentrich Little Fury was one of those ‘naturally
hazy’ ales which look like soup, but it was certainly full of hoppy,
tropical flavour. The place is coming up to its first birthday soon, as it opened in December
2017. As giraffes drink very little (getting most of their fluid from their diet) it’s maybe not
the best name for a pub …
Also nearly a year old is Mellard’s Bar, right, hidden away
down an alley off the Ironmarket shopping street. Only two ales
here, but they’re usually well chosen, and backed up by a small
number of keg craft beers. Formerly the warehouse for an old
hardware store, it’s a bit of a push to call this a micropub, as the
smallish bar area is overlooked by a larger room upstairs full of
laid-back seating. As well as Grey Trees Diggers Gold, Neepsend
Mentha was on the go, a mint milk chocolate stout which does not hold back on the mint.
The final newbie is about 500 yards east of the town centre. The
Cask Bar, left, opened in July last year. It’s a large single room
micropub, comfy and sociable. The mighty Sarah Hughes Ruby
Mild is a regular, but given that rocket fuel is best saved for later,
the four rotating cask choices are probably safer bets. The ales
seem to be mostly from smaller producers, with Oakham probably the largest brewery on the list.
We look forward to seeing what Newcastle-under-Lyme’s next beery opening will be …
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W

ith an enjoyable trip to Wrocław under our belts (see issue 79 of Last Orders), our
appetites were whetted – where else in Poland might be worth a go on the beer scene?
A quick look at Ryanair’s website came up with return flights from Birmingham to Gdańsk
for a paltry £37, and a well-rated hotel with breakfast was less than £40 a night for single
rooms. Ignoring the absurdity of each night’s accommodation costing more than the flight,
we booked up sharpish for four nights.
We were blessed with fabulous October weather, ideal for sightseeing around this attractive
riverside city, home also to the shipyards where Solidarity was formed, the trade union which
played its part in the downfall of the Soviet system. But as we’d also highlighted over twenty
interesting bars and brewpubs, there was work to be done!
With the beautiful weather, it was a crying shame that the Cathead didn’t open until 3pm, by
which time the sun had moved on from its riverside beer terrace. It has a wide range of
mostly Polish craft beers, and an excellently light starter was an Orange Mosaic IPA.
A short walk through the elegant streets brought us to Browar Piwna, whose smallish
brewkit is on prominent display. Not a particularly ambitious range of beers; a decently
hoppy American Stout was joined by a Pils and two – why two? – Weizens.
There’s more interesting territory if you head towards the rail station, where Browar PG4 sits below the posh Central hotel. The
brewing kit, right, is prominently situated at the entrance. The
place was done out in Oktoberfest style, with a range of Germanstyle beers to match. Their Altbier was an excellent example of
the style, dry but fruity, and the Rauchbier would find favour
among Franconians used to the best of Bamberg.
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Also close to the rail station, and completing the trinity of city centre breweries, is Browar Trόjmiejski Lubrow, sign right. The
interior is plush if rather gloomy, but this turned out to be our favourite of the trip, largely down to its interesting range of beers.
The eight choices included the weird but delicious Watermelon
Milkshake IPA, a lush Milk Stout, and two pale ales with plenty of
fragrant hoppiness. As the place is also close to the bus stop for the
airport, it was an ideal place to spend an afternoon calming our
nerves prior to the return flight …
Not surprisingly, there are many bars in the city showcasing the wide range of Polish craft
beers that are now available. Not too far from the riverside is the Degustatornia; it’s got a bit
of a studenty vibe, which is maybe why there are strawberry and mint beers amongst the offerings. We try a coffee beer, which is chock full of coffee beans but maybe a little too sweet.
And we also go for the mint beer, which is initially like drinking toothpaste, though we later
downgrade it to being like drinking mouthwash.
If you like your pub crawls not to involve too much crawling
then Polskie Kino and Labeerynt, left, offer one bar on top
of another. The Kino – celebrating Polish cinema, i.e. loads
of films you’ve never heard of – is on top, with a modest but
interesting range of beers. The subterranean Labeerynt is
more specialist, including Belgian and Czech beers. Hoppy
brews from Kingpin and Kuriozium take our fancy and live
up to expectations.
There’s another little cluster of bars which virtually eliminate walking. Café Lamus has only
five beers on tap but a wide selection of local bottles; Artezan AIPA on draught is murky but
juicily fragrant. Next door is Lawendowa 8, which has a wide range of draught beers but
virtually no information on them, which prevents us lingering for a second one. The Pułapka
across the street does things far more sensibly – an informative board listing a dozen beers. A
blackcurrant ale from Pracownia Piwa is superbly fruity and tart, but a coconut and cinnamon
stout from Golem is pretty amateur – far too much cinnamon, washing out any coconut.
While in the area, it’s also worth popping out to Gdynia, a coastal partner city a short train
ride away. Amongst the beery attractions here is Browar Port Gdynia, a laid-back beach
side brewery with nice views across the bay. One of the interesting options here is a bourbon
barrel aged porter, with lots of oaky and fruity notes, and an almost cherryish character.
Meanwhile Morze Piwa has a dozen taps of exclusively Polish beers, and as seems common
in craft bars over here, the choice of styles is impressive. Final compulsory
stop whilst in Gdynia is AleBrowar Gdynia, a tap for the nearby AleBrowar
brewery in Lebork. Unusually, they offered five beers from First Chop
Brewery of Manchester, but we stuck with the AleBrowar brews, being particular taken with Smoky Joe and its lovely peated malt smokiness.
We can’t finish off without mentioning Gdańsk’s quirky street decoration –
small bronze statues like the little fella to the right. While Wrocław has its
ever-present gnomes, Gdańsk goes for lions, with the excuse that lions feature on the city’s coat of arms.
More info? See the Gdańsk map on our website: www.LSTCamra.org.uk/tripmaps.htm
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Up The Junction

W

e’re delighted to note the opening of a
new micropub in Stretton – a view no
doubt shared by the people who live in that
relatively sparse-beer-choice suburb of Burton. And we’re even more pleased that it’s a
venture by our friends Alex and Kevin Dudley
of Blythe Brewery near Rugeley. The first
Wednesday in November saw the formal
opening of the Junction, and the place was
gratifyingly rammed when we arrived at 7pm.
Aside from the opening, our excuse for visiting was to present our Locale of the Festival
award from Tamworth Beer Festival. Alex and Kevin – pictured from left to right with beer
festival organiser Ian Eason – had made us a salted caramel stout, Knobbled Horse. Given the
style, it’s a bit of a Marmite beer, but the cask in the Junction seemed to be selling well!
The six hand pulls were all serving Blythe beers on the night, but guests may be offered in
the future. We’ll certainly be back to the Junction (it’s a ten minute ride on the V1 bus service from Burton), but we’ll aim for a slightly quieter occasion!
●

1 Main Street, Stretton, DE13 0DZ. Open Wed-Sun, check WhatPub for hours

Bulkington Bound

D

uring the final weekend of October, Bulkington held its non-CAMRA beer festival at
Weston Hall, a Best Western hotel which magically becomes a real ale beacon in autumn. Thirty-odd ales, craft beers, ciders and a selection of gins were on offer.
I went on the Friday evening, keen to try some new ales. First up was Church End’s Vanilla
Jack at 3.8%. The chocolatey, roasted flavour of Gravediggers with a mix of vanilla and Jack
Daniels was not a bad start. Next was Bristol Beer Factory’s collaborative brew with Tiny
Rebel, Sugar Plum Shake at 5%. Enjoyable enough, and as they used one-fifth of a ton of
plums, maybe better renamed as Sugar Plum Shortage?
More fruit was harmed in the making of Lakehouse Cherry Chocolate Porter, plenty of choc
and fresh cherry at a robust 5.5%. To finish, it had to be CAMRA’s Champion Beer of Britain 2018 – Siren Broken Dreams at 6.5%. Described as a breakfast stout (have you had yours
this morning?) it was pleasantly smooth with notes of coffee and hints of smoke. I think this
was my favourite out of the four, and I only wished I’d had more time to linger.
Apparently the festival was a success, with about 600 people attending. Amongst the early
sellouts were Church End’s Hoppy Poppy, Abbeydale Absolution, Bristol Beer Factory Fortitude, and of course the Broken Dreams. Other popular beers were Church End’s Brewers
Truth, Backyard Treason and New Bristol Oolala. Simon of Weston Hall told me that overall
feedback was excellent and the entertainment went down well. They will be running the
event again next year – maybe see you there!
Richard Simpson.
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Six of the Best

A

h, the internet, what on earth would we do without it? Well, have a life in some cases,
but there you go. If you stick to using WhatPub, it does actually tend to get you out of
the house and down the boozer! A bit of casual browsing on WhatPub and a few hints from
CAMRA magazines pointed me in the direction of Eastwood. About eight miles northwest of
Nottingham, its sole claim to fame would appear to be as the birthplace of D H Lawrence.
But if you add in the presence of no fewer than five micropubs, you’re no longer appealing
just to the literary types!
I started at the newest one, the Pick & Davy, right, opened just a
few months ago in September. It’s micro sure enough, just a single smallish room, and in keeping with the mining-related name,
one wall is done out to look like a coal face. Only a handful of
punters early on, but the air is already thick with beer and pub
talk, always a good sign. Six ales on the bar, including Oakham
and Blue Monkey, but I opt for Grasshopper Devil’s Horse,
made just down the road in Langley Mill. It’s an excellent stout,
full of varied, fruity flavours and finishing dry.
Just around the corner is the Tap & Growler, left, and if its cosy interior didn’t give the game away, then
the wall lettering, right, confirms that
it is indeed a micropub. The low winter sun is streaming in perfectly, offsetting the sharpness of the day outside. I’ve arrived towards the end of a tap takeover by the outstanding
Marble brewery of Manchester, but there’s still enough to go at.
Lagonda IPA and Earl Grey IPA are both in top nick, if a bit strong for
this early stage of the day. I try out the wooden cinema-style dropdown
seats, which look positively uncomfortable but are surprisingly bumfriendly.
A brisk ten-minute stroll into the centre of town leads first to the
Gamekeeper’s, right. Sadly it’s sitting on the shady side of the
street, but there’s a warm welcome inside. The theme is suitably
hunter-ish, topped off by stag’s horn chandeliers – and okay,
they’re probably made of plastic, but they look the part. There’s
obviously an emphasis on local beers, as the five ales are all from
Nottingham – Blue Monkey, Totally Brewed and Black Iris. The
Autumn Stout from Totally Brewed is particularly good.
Next up and only a few minutes away is Mellor’s Mews, left.
Tucked away down a narrow lane off the main street – hence the
mews bit I suppose – it’s actually unusual in micropub terms, as
it’s a purpose-built place as opposed to taking over existing
premises. Unsurprisingly, the interior is modern and light,
watched over by a portrait of D H Lawrence in thoughtful mode.
Five ales including another Grasshopper beer, Rye Ale, which is
characteristically spicy. Special mention too to the house beer, Mellor’s Mix, a gorgeously
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Six of the Best cont.
toffee-ish brown ale.
Final port of call in Eastwood is the Dog & Parrot,
right, the most spacious so far. The ambience is good in
here, a nice mix of chunky bare wood and comfy seating, with a wood burning stove as a warming centrepiece. There’s a beer delivery going on, which looks
mildly alarming – casks simply dropped through a trap
door in the bar floor. As there are seven ales on the bar, I don’t inwardly groan too much
about the fact of two of them being Hobgoblin varieties, but instead opt for Titanic Stout and
Slater’s Haka, both to the expected standard.
Well Eastwood has been brilliant, but now the completist in me kicks in, and I exploit the sunny day to
walk the mile to Langley Mill. I’ve twigged that
there’s yet another micropub there, in the shape of the
Bunny Hop, left. It’s a venture by the Abstract Jungle
brewery, explaining why three of the six ales are
theirs. Foolish and Restless seem suitable choices for
me, and they’re very nice beers to boot!
●

The Sun Inn in central Eastwood offers good accommodation at reasonable prices. It’s
Greene King so don’t feel compelled to drink in there!

Steam Machine

D

uring a visit to see relatives in Newton Aycliffe, I got the chance to visit the Steam
Machine Brewery which was started in the summer of 2015 by husband and wife Nick
and Gulen. With a home brewing background of over 10 years, the couple were inspired to
go commercial by the craft beer revolution, helped along by the fact that Nick as a former
science teacher is fascinated by the chemical and biological processes behind brewing.
The brewery was set up in an industrial estate, in the former boiler rooms of the long-gone
Underground Mining Machinery’s workshops. This is home to both the brewery, where the
team concoct their exotic range of brews, and the Brew Room, where 10 taps dispense a selection of their beers. You won’t find the brewery in the Good Beer Guide – they currently
only serve in keg format – but this didn’t stop me sampling five of the brews!
The 6.5% New Age Brown had dark chocolate flavours with passion fruit in the background.
Past The Bridleway was a very drinkable 6.8% “dry
bramble IPA” with a suitable hint of blackberry. Rhubarb Saison at 6.6% had a very dry rhubarb taste, not
really to my liking. Meanwhile, Custard Hefeweizen at
5.3% had a very sweet custard flavour – I should have
mixed it with the rhubarb! Finally the 7.2% Smoked
Porter had a very smoky aftertaste. Nick’s wife Gulen
is pictured at the taps.
Richard Simpson
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Twelve Crackers At Home & Abroad

Twelve Crackers At Home & Abroad cont.

y long and varied life has led to me enjoying some beers in great pubs and places.
Here are twelve of the more memorable.
My Auf Wiedersehen Pet days of working in Germany in the early 80’s introduced me to a
German gem. The Jägerstüble was near the Black Forest town of Gengenbach and situated
in a remote wooded valley. Sadly it closed for good in February of this year, but had a large
beer terrace where you could sit and savour a beer while enjoying the superb location.
Another notable place is the Beerhouse in Funchal on the
island of Madeira. Situated on the harbour side, it has a
mountainous backdrop and views over the marina and out to
sea. German-style food and beers are their forte. They only
brew one beer with the visible brewing equipment, a Weizen,
but a good ’un to enjoy whilst supping in the sun.
Budapest is of note, with its craft beer scene and Central
Food Market. The Szimpla Kert ruin bar is a quirky place
situated in an old and ageing warehouse, with many rooms adorned with weird and wonderful objects. Several bars within allow you to wander around the different levels while taking
in the eccentricity and atmosphere whilst enjoying some great beers.
Tallinn in Estonia is home to the Vana Villemi pub and restaurant
which is situated on the outskirts of the city and accessible via a
short tram ride. It looks fairly ordinary externally, yet inside it is
reminiscent of the Old Joint Stock in Birmingham. With its carved
central island wooden bar (left), marble columns, stained glass
dome and ceiling panels and upper floor balcony it has a wonderful
ambience. Good beer and food offerings complement the package.
Jarrah Jacks brewery and
restaurant near Pemberton,
Western Australia is in a
spectacular setting in vineyard country with surrounding timber forests enhancing the landscape. The on-site brewery produces
six draft ales as well as bottled beers. They also
make a range of wines and have some excellent food
offerings. Outdoor seating provides fantastic views
to enjoy while drinking and dining in this remote and unique setting down under.
Back in Blighty to Hunslet, a suburb of Leeds, and the
Garden Gate, a magnificent example of Victorian splendour which thankfully was saved from the wrecking ball
and is surrounded by modern housing. It has a grand tiled
exterior which sets it apart from the buildings around it.
Off the panelled and tiled passage there are several rooms.
The main room has stunning tiled floor mosaics and a
curved, tiled ceramic bar with a wood and mirrored bar
back. An ornate tiled fireplace and decorative moulded

ceiling complete the picture, while the comfortable leather bench seating around the walls
invites you to linger.

M
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The Bartons Arms in Aston, Birmingham is another Victorian pub with a grand façade and
original stained glass windows. The large carved central bar complete with snob screens and
imposing bar back is a delight. Other outstanding features are the Minton wall tiling scenes
and a grand curved staircase with ornate cast iron balustrades. A range of Oakham ales plus
guest beers and Thai food offerings make it well worth a visit.
Completing the Victorian trilogy is the Dun Cow in Sunderland, grandly situated on a street corner and built circa 1900. Its
imposing four-storey stone exterior including a clock tower is a
joy to behold. Its interior contains pleasing stained glass panels,
moulded ceilings, and an imposing carved bar. The wonderfully ornate wooden bar back (right) including shelving and
recesses is a wonderful example of Victorian craftsmanship.
Situated in the county of Rutland is the Exeter Arms at Barrowden. Many of the buildings in this quaint village are built of
honey-coloured stone, including the pub, which overlooks the
village green and large pond with its resident ducks. Sadly, the
pub outbuildings are no longer home to the BBC – the Barrowden Brewing Company – whose beers were a regular feature in the Exeter. But it still flies the
real ale flag, with three guest ales featuring alongside the food offerings.
The Vine in Brierley Hill, with its brightly decorated
facade and Shakespearean ale quote, is home to
Batham’s brewery and a classic example of a traditional pub. Several rooms branch off the entrance
corridor with one dedicated to the Royal Antediluvian Order of the Buffaloes who meet there weekly.
Good Black Country fare and generous filled rolls
provide ample sustenance and are complemented by
the Batham’s Bitter, or Mild if you prefer a dark ’un.
The Peter Kavanagh in Liverpool is of Georgian origin and has some notable stained glass
windows. It’s a must-visit for its quirky collection of items which are displayed throughout in
its various rooms. Some excellent murals are also displayed on some of its interior walls. The
former owner, after whom the pub was named, amassed his collection over the years and
found the pub to be an ideal place to preserve and display the items for all to see.
Last of my choice of twelve is the Coopers Arms at Weston-on-Trent in Derbyshire. A former 17th-century mansion house which is Grade II-listed, it was tastefully transformed into a
pub and restaurant in 1989. It sits beside a large lake with ample outdoor seating. Some original fireplaces are still in use in the characterful downstairs bar and restaurant, plus there is an
original well. Situated on the first floor is the Cromwell Suite and adjoining, impressive oakpanelled James I room, both of which are accessed via a central stone staircase.
Eric Randall
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Autumn Amble

T

ooling up the A46 to Newark early on a Sunday, it’s one of those misty autumnal mornings where the sun slowly burns the foggy gloom away to reveal the glorious colours of
the remaining foliage, burnished yellows and rusty golds. Newark had been on the unfulfilled
wish list for ages, so with a Premier Inns promotion offering rooms for a bargain £27, it was
time to bite the beery bullet.
As ever, WhatPub was whipped into action to supplement
the Good Beer Guide, and it offered an interesting starting
point in the Castle Barge, pictured right. It looked a bit of
a rusty old tub, but proved to be cosily ship-shape inside –
wooden panelling, low lighting, plenty of comfy seating,
and a predictable plethora of marine items, with a brass
engine room telegraph taking polished pride of place. And
an appropriate choice of beers on the bar, with Lincoln Green Misty Autumn Morning among
them. Opening from 10am, the place does food, and a full English was particularly good.
It was then on to Just Beer, tucked away down a small side-street off the
main drag. This was comparatively famous in its day, as a representative of
that strange new breed of places now familiarly known as micropubs.
Opened in 2010, it was the third in the country, and judging by the multitude of Pub of the Year certificates on the wall, it has made its mark. It’s a
single narrow room, with the bar at the end. If offers five ales and three real
ciders (Ha! Not just beer then!), all fairly artisanal stuff, and the North Riding Coffee Porter was nicely rich and full flavoured.
More caffeine in the nearby Flying Circus, with Slater’s Colombia Coffee Stout among the
five offerings. It’s clearly a live music pub in the evenings, but the ear pollution was limited
to soft background music. There are some plush leather seats to snaffle once you’ve inspected the inevitable rash of Monty Python quotes decorating the walls.
Around the corner is the outstanding Prince Rupert, pictured right,
with its unusual curved beam frontage. Grade II-listed, it apparently
dates from the 1450s, and was an alehouse even then. It’s as impressive inside, with a variety of snug rooms both downstairs and upstairs, featuring exposed beams and wooden floors. It feels vaguely
similar to the fabulous Tobie Norris in Stamford, and blow me if it
isn’t owned by the same small pub chain, Knead Pubs. It was popular with diners, but the ale choices were good too. I had an intriguing
hazelnut milk stout, Nanna Jangles from Totally Brewed, with a suitable contrast provided by Instant Karma Sutra IPA, boasting a rather
racy pump clip.
Time to stretch the legs then, although the Blue Monkey-owned Organ
Grinder, left, wasn’t that far away. Inside, a number of cerebral locals
were poring over their voluminous Sunday papers, with headlines
screaming that Tory MPs had their knives out for Theresa May – not
that that will allow you to identify which Sunday it was. Seven Blue
Monkey beers on, and there’s a vacant leather armchair in front of the
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Autumn Amble cont.
woodburner, so I settle in with a pint of the Bonobo black IPA and get
stuck into the same gloating headlines.
It’s still nicely crisp and sunny when I’m done, which helps me me notice
the rather grand clocktower, right, with ‘Castle Brewery’ carved into the
glowing honey-coloured stone. A bit of research later reveals that it was the
former Hole & Co. Brewery, closed in 1983 after being taken over by one
of the brewing heritage wreckers of the day, Courage.
A quick look in the JD Wetherspoon Sir John Arderne, just off the impressive market place, reveals that the only interesting beers are all
‘coming soon,’ so it’s a walk out to Oscar’s Inn, left, a pleasingly symmetric boozer which
has the look of an inter-war building. No bar or lounge,
instead choose between the Oscar Wilde room or the
Oscar Peterson room. Like Mr Wilde, I can resist everything but temptation (the old ones are the best), but as
his room was packed, I instead went into the jazz sanctum. Six ales, mostly interesting choices, with halves of
Bespoke Saved By The Bell and Oldershaw Heavenly
Blonde both up to scratch.
A few minutes through the side streets leads to the Roaring Meg, and oh dear, it’s the first
WhatPub fail of the day. It’s supposed to be a Springhead Brewery pub, and indeed all the
external signage suggests that it’s exactly that, but all that’s on the bar is a single wicket offering the rather unappetising option of Landlord. It’s a quick exit and a mental note to let the
Newark branch know. Feedback via WhatPub is always useful – as we know in LST branch,
it’s quite a task keeping on top of things – we can’t be everywhere!
Back near the centre of town, consolation is provided by the Fox &
Crown, right, a Castle Rock-owned pub which features regularly in
the Guide. It’s got a strikingly diverse clientele, from the flat-capped
geezers reading the sports pages to the millennials lost in the blue
face-glow of their smartphones. One side room has an impressive
range of continental bottles in the fridge, but a number of Castle
Rock ales and six guests get my attention. Headstock Brakeman is
impressive but only for its unrelenting blandness. Happier territory is
provided by Fell Tinderbox, a punchy and rewarding IPA, helped
along no doubt by its hefty 6.3%.
On then to the final stop of the evening, the Vaults, an impressive vaulted subterranean
room. It’s nearly empty inside, although the non-existent lighting at the tricky entrance surely
can’t be helping much! But it’s a cracking place, with an aromatic log fire enhancing the
warm lighting and comfy chairs; behind the bar is a slightly more basic additional room. Nice
choice of beers too, with Scribblers Masher In The Rye catching my eye. Rye beers do seem
to be gaining some traction, and this is a nice peppery, spicy sample. The barman is kind
enough to warn me that the Pentrich Fair Weather Friends is “naturally hazy,” the codeword
for “like bloody soup,” and sure enough it’s ultra murky. But it’s absolutely buzzing with
flavour, so I let that one finish off the evening.
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Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 5.
6-9th Dec, Church End Real Ale & Gin Festival
Church End Brewery Tap, Ridge Lane, Atherstone, CV10 0RD
From noon (1pm Thu). 30+ beers, 30+ gins. Live music Fri & Sat evening, Sun afternoon.
Sat 22nd Dec, Tamworth Tap’s 1st Birthday
Market Street, Tamworth, B79 7LR
From noon until late. 10+ ales. Live music.
18-19th Jan 2019, Lichfield Winter Beer Festival
Lichfield Guildhall, Bore Street, WS13 6LU.
30+ ales and ciders. Soft drinks and snacks. Fri 12-11, Sat 12-10.30.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge. Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com

Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!

Mon 3rd Dec 8pm, Horse & Jockey, Bentley, CV9 2HL
Mon 7th Jan 8pm, George & Dragon, Lichfield, WS13 7AJ
Mon 4th Feb 8pm, AGM, Market Vaults, Tamworth, B79 7LU

LST Xmas Crawl 2018
Care to join us for our annual Xmas crawl? We’ll be having our usual gentle
wander around Lichfield on Saturday 15th December, and all are welcome. You
can join us from the beginning, or meet up at a pub of your choice! Our timetable
should be roughly as follows:
1:00pm George & Dragon
2:00pm
Bitter-Suite
3:00pm Horse & Jockey
3:45pm
Angel
4:30pm
Beerbohm
5:15pm
Whippet
6:00pm
Duke of York
Like more information? There’s a map on the website, or you can contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com. See you there!
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st February 2019.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

